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Good Morning Graham .

Tom Didovich
Monday, 28 June 1999 07:33
Graham Wa kefield
trustAnimalWelfare

High

Is there anyone you can delegate this to or explain what you want done? Is it possible for you you instruct another
Council solicitor ( or Neil Wells) to complete this according to a certain guideline or must you "tweak" it yourself?

I know you are "snowed under" and anima l welfare is a relatively minor operation/issue in the overall scheme of
things. however , days tum into weeks then into months .

I'

"help!"

cheers tom d
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further to my email of this mornining ..... 

I have just learned that millenium funding office to which the "Trust" is to apply for funds closes applications on 6th 
July. A figure of $200,000 for a bird rescue hospital is being requested but not until the deed is signed and an entity 
existent. Also to approach is the lottery commission to the tune of $160,000. These figures are a bit ambitious or 
hopeful perhaps but nevertheless could lead to some significant funding for the Trust. 

Along with the MAF auditing of the Trust"s quality sytem which is now to be on a tight frame it is becoming a huge 
issue for the Animal Welfare Services Business Unit to establish the "Trust". By October we wish to link into the 
same in order to continue Animal Welfare work. If a deed is not completed very soon then there is potentially much 

< -~ to be lost both in continuity of our approach and in potential funding for trust activities. All of this affects our potential 
\.-.;' to develop as a business unit and provide returns to Council. 

Our last meaningful meeting was early in January and at that sfage the deed was on the verge of completion. 
Nothing has changed in almost six months. 

Please can you help me on this? 

regards tom d 




